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MARKET UPDATE 

July 2020: Amidst growth concerns, supply disruptions heighten upside risks to inflation

As we sail through unprecedented times, new challenges continue to batter the economy making recovery all the more convoluted. Inflation data released for the month of June 

along with previous months (April & May) paints a rather dire picture with emergence of upside risks to inflation. Since now it is patently known that recovery path is bound to 

be sluggish, inched up inflation data poses stagflation risk in coming quarters. Nevertheless, RBI will continue with its dovish handholding of the economy, albeit at a slower 

pace, & fully cognizant about build up in inflationary pressures. Going ahead fiscal policy has a daunting task to ensure calibrated demand stimulus while the supply side falls 

in place.

Inflation

On account of constraints to data collection (especially survey-based data) amidst the lockdown, government did not release the headline CPI inflation number for the months 

of April & May (although few inflation sub-indices were disclosed). Thus, with two months of sketchy data, July’s inflation print showed that CPI inflation for the months of April, 

May and June, came in at 7.2%, 6.3% and 6.1% respectively. Despite declining post the April shock, numbers released for May and June have been above market expectations. 

This clearly reflects that supply shock has been somewhat larger than anticipated. Food inflation that had peaked in April appears to have moderated over May & June (on Y-o-Y 

basis). However, core inflation has been inching up, albeit at a modest pace. A notable build-up in gold prices has added ~70bps to core inflation which is substantially higher 

vis-à-vis historical levels.

India’s external sector & Global Update

On the external front, crude oil prices have exhibited an uptick after falling to record low levels. Over the month (Brent Crude Oil) prices dilated ~ 4% to close the month at ~ 

USD 43.5/barrel. Nevertheless, current prices appear to be substantially below pre-pandemic levels. Industrial metals continue to exhibit handsome price build-up partly 

attributable to revival in manufacturing activity across the globe. Gold prices on the other hand have been rallying for over a year now with investor demand for safe havens and 

robust buying from central banks providing the necessary price buoyancy. On account of growing debasement risk and the fear that US dollar might lose its status as reserve 

currency, world over gold is being viewed as a hedge against US dollar. As a result, globally gold ETFs have seen their sharpest inflows since the financial crisis.

Globally interest rates are hovering at record low levels. The US 10 Yr Treasury bond yield marginally fell to close the month at ~ 0.53% vs 0.68% (June end).

Foreign Portfolio Investment (FPI) outflow from India that had peaked in March quarter, appears to have somewhat moderated. The total debt FPI outflow for the month of July 

stood at ~USD 328 million with rupee appreciating ~ 90 bps. Nevertheless, extreme uncertainty continues to loom over FPI flows to emerging market economies. With consistent 

intervention in foreign exchange market, RBI’s FX Reserve has clocked record high levels (~US$ 522 bn as on July 24) resulting in durable liquidity infusion in the system.

Fixed Income Market Update: Yield Levels & Spreads

Over the month of July, GSEC market has been experiencing fatigue across the curve with tepid movement in yield levels.  As in the month of June, the sovereign yield curve 

continues to remain steep with term premium (10 yr – 364D T Bill) hovering at around 230-240 bps. Thus, a fallout of excess liquidity overhang in the system and longer tenor 

yields bogged down in the pressure of fiscal slippage is patently visible. The 10 Yr benchmark (5.79 GS 2030) yields marginally plummeted over the month by ~5-6 bps to close 

at 5.84%. The 5 Yr benchmark yield (5.22 GS 2025) was down ~8-9 bps over June end levels. Last day of the month saw the auction of new 10-year government security 

having a cut-off yield of 5.77%.

Broadly SDL yields plunged ~15-20 bps over June end levels across the curve. Subsequently SDL-GSEC spreads compressed ~10-15 bps. On the AAA PSU front in general, 

10 Yr yields fell ~15-20 bps to close at ~6.45-6.5%.

The shorter maturity (1-3 Yr) bonds of few AAA NBFC/ HFC exhibited modest rally with yields falling ~40-60 bps from June end levels. The spread of 1 Yr bond of a AAA HFC 

over 364D T-bill exhibited moderate compression from ~120 bps (June end) to ~83 bps (July end). This clearly reflects market’s appetite for good quality, “better perceived” 

credit assets continued in the month of July as well albeit at a modest pace.

The AAA Private Corporate segment witnessed moderate rally across the curve with 10 Yr plummeting by ~ 20bps from June end levels to close at 6.60%. In contrast the 

shorter end rallied ~40-50 bps. The 10 Yr AAA Private Corporate spread over GSEC compressed ~12 bps while the spread compression in 1Yr segment was ~50 bps.

Fixed Income Market: Future Outlook & Positioning

As highlighted in previous month’s report, adaptability and flexibility will define the new normal to acclimatize to constantly changing domestic & global dynamics. From a market’s 

perspective, an accommodative policy stance with easy liquidity conditions and supportive measures is expected to persist for a sufficiently longer period of time.

Market continues to remain confident of timely RBI support in the form of conventional and unconventional measures to assuage apprehension and provide financial stability.  

However, RBI will be mindful of build-up of inflationary forces in the economy at a time when growth has nosedived.

Despite opting for a tactical pause, RBI reiterated in its latest policy about its intent of dovish handholding of the economy to support extremely fragile recovery process.  

With equally balanced probabilities around rate cut and a tactical pause prior to the policy, broadly traders’ positioning in markets was relatively light before these events. We 

remain constructive on rates and this view springs from the fact that RBI will continue to support the bond markets, efficaciously managing the yield curve. Secondly RBI stands 

cognizant of the large government borrowing program and the handholding that bond market will require so that the borrowing exercise sails through smoothly.

Market will try to leverage intermediate points of steepness on the yield curves where spreads look attractive and duration risk is contained. The shorter end of the yield curve 

would offer liquidity trades and hence the accommodative liquidity stance of RBI may continue to drive shorter maturity yield curve. Longer end of the yield curve will depend 

on the risk appetite of the market in terms of duration and the demand – supply mismatches as far as the total borrowing is concerned.

The spread between Repo rate and 10yr GSEC yields is still at historically high levels of ~186 bps. We expect the term premium to further come down with expectations of RBI 

measures to continue, albeit at a slower pace and monetary policy to continue to remain accommodative.

AAA PSU and Private Corporate Spreads over GSEC have compressed substantially. Further rally in these segments is contingent upon yield movement in GSECs.

Recommendations

As highlighted in June month’s report, amidst such uncertain scenarios it is better to err on the side of liquidity and portfolio quality and any investment should be a strict function 

of view on liquidity and resultant investment horizon. Although duration yields might outperform in the short run, we would still recommend considering staying invested in shorter 

maturity G-SECs and AAA PSUs/Privates, while remaining cautiously optimistic on longer maturity corporate bonds and G-SECs. We do remain cautious on the Fiscal Deficit 

target for this year and hence duration assets would be tactically added to the portfolio only through G-SECs.

We believe, funds in both the high-grade Ultra Short Term and Short-Term space now presents investors an attractive investment option from 6-24 months horizon depending 

on the type and duration profile of the fund. From 36 – 60 months investment horizon, we recommend considering duration funds composed of fairly liquid asset classes 

(primarily G-Secs, SDLs & AAA PSU Bonds), thereby giving opportunities to the fund manager to actively manage duration as per evolving market dynamics. Finally, roll-down 

funds may stay in demand due to visibility of returns and liquidity of the funds.
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